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Score Match Summary

First XI Loss 10/152 9/187

Round 4 of the GPS season saw the Grammar boys travel to Tennyson to play the 
undefeated Terrace boys. After a great week of training the boys were up after their 
performance against Nudgee. Chace Oates was to make his debut after some impressive 
knocks in the 10A’s and was eager to make an impression on the team.
After some showers during the week TGS arrived to a green wicket which was touch soft so 
the toss would be important. Thankfully Sam Anderson made the right call and sent Terrace 
into bat but we immediately thought this may be the wrong decision as Terrace dispatched 
our openers to the boundary. A break through finally came with Jem Ryan pitching the ball 
up and crashing into the zinger stumps setting them alight. The score was 1/35 and with 
Paul Draheim at the other end the two began to turn the screws on the Terrace top order. 
Paul managed rip an off spinner catching the edge to a diving Jem Ryan in the slips. The 
man of the moment then finished off an amazing opening spell getting their skipper with a 
leading edge to Sam Anderson and an edge to Harrison Tzannes in the space of a couple 
balls. Grammar was right on top with the score 4 for 41 and absolutely buzzing in the field. 
Paul bowled his 10 straight with figures of 1/22 showing great consistency and support to 
Jem and Harry. A partnership was sure to come but after only 29 runs Harry Meikljohn made 
the breakthrough and soon after Callum Galvin opened his account with a wicket of his own. 
Callum went on to also bowl his 10 straight managing to bowl the same delivery time and 
time again. He finished with economical figures of 1 for 15 and along with Paul managed to 
only leak 37 runs off their 20 overs. 
A partnership finally came after a very disciplined effort by the two Terrace batsman to see 
out great bowling by our boys. The two put on 99 runs and dug their team out of a big hole. 
Harry once again made the break through with a lofted shot caught on the boundary and the 
score 7/175. Although Harry went for 53 runs off his 10 he picked up two crucial wickets and 
bowled to the death at a difficult time. His opening spell after Jem showed great control and 
something the side needed from him at that time.
Jem Ryan came back into his last spell having to bowl the 48th and 50th over. Although a 
couple balls went the distance he managed to take two from two in his last over getting his 5 
wicket haul and narrowly missing out on a hat trick. Jem finished with impressive figures of 
5/ 37 off his 10. A much deserved reward after leading the boys from the front with the ball 
over the first few rounds. Well done, mate. 
Grammar entered our innings knowing full well that it was not going to be an easy pitch to 
bat on. Harry and Rex battled hard on with the popping new ball but Rex spooned a ball 
straight back to the bowler for 1 run. 
Tom Sipple joined Harry for a 79 run partnership looking confident in their abilities to 
overcome the demons in the pitch. The boys ran well and pushed the singles well into gaps. 
Harry hit a monstrous six that landed on the grand stand rooftop and we were feeling 
confident on the sidelines of our ability to chase down this score. 
When their opening bowler returned to the attack he managed to find some extra life out of 
the pitch and poor Harry copped a steep rising delivery hitting the top of his handle and 
going to hands at square leg. The partnership was broken and Harry was dismissed for 45 
and the score 2/82. 
This lead to the all to familiar collapse with the next 4 wickets falling for just 22 runs (Tom 
Sipple for 31 runs). Although it seemed lost Paul Draheim (14) and debutant Chace Oates 
(16) tried their best to resurrect the innings but the damage had been done. Grammar was 
dismissed for 153 and even though the boys were probably up for the majority of the match 
the patches we lost were to severe. 
Giving Terrace the opportunity to score over 60 in the last 6 overs and losing a heap of 
wickets in our middle order meant all the good work that had been done during other parts of 
the game didn’t matter. 
A fantastic effort by the boys but a team with great depth and determination beat us on the 
day. A big congratulations must go to Jem Ryan for his effort with the ball taking 5 wickets. 
Big game against TSS at home next week who always put in a good performance.

2nd XI Loss 10/154 7/157

Gregory Terrace batted first scoring 7/157. A better disciplined effort with fewer extras this 
week which was pleasing to see. Daly Guest took 3 wickets, we managed a couple of run 
outs with Lachie Williams and Dylan Locke both picking up a wicket. In reply we fell 
agonisingly close, going down by 3 runs. Best with the bat were Hayden Scrimegour 39, 
Daly Guest 26, Cameron Cardillo 20 and Fred Perry 19. 

3rd XI Loss 10/119 5/131

After losing the toss and being given the task of fielding first, the lads were keen to take 
wickets. Lawson Herbert (1/23 off 3 overs) continued his streak of taking a wicket in the 
opening over and was well supported by Sam Schriek (1/29 off 3 overs), Jordan Admas 
(1/21 off 3 overs), William Freeman (1/14 off 3 overs), and Pat Doran (1/16 off 3 overs) who 
all took a wicket. A few dropped catches allowed GT to add to their run rate late in the game 
to set a score of 131. Just like our outing to Nudgee last week, we were 2 for 0 off the first 5 
deliveries. This did not dampen the boys' spirits in the slightest and by the 6th over they 
were well on their way to having a dominant run rate. William Freeman's 36 from 17 balls 
(including 4 sixes) and Jack Madigan's 24 for 20 deliveries were the highlights of the innings. 
Beginning the 20th over the boys were in a better position than GT had been, but needed a 
gargantuan over to take the match. Unfortunately, we lost our last wicket looking for the final 
runs and only managed to tally 119.    

4th XI Loss 10/81 4/181

An early start and a humid Brisbane morning did not assist the 4th Eleven with their match 
against Gregory Terrace. The home ground advantage saw the Terrace turn the ball and 
keep TGS chasing the set target. The spin and movement saw many sky balls throughout 
the game. Good news was Alistair Gourley's return to form with the bat scoring 3 fours and a 
six and Sam Walker with an excellent caught and bowled.

11A Loss 10/142 6/146

Tough lessons were learnt by the 11A's this weekend. The TGS team played the best cricket 
for 70 of the overs played, but still came away with the loss. The bowling and fielding was 
great with high standards kept by the TGS boys and restricting GT score to 146. Highlights 
with the ball were Wihan Kruger with 2-13 off 8 overs and Scott Radford 2-7 off 3 overs. 
TGS batting started off solidly, building some partnerships which put us in a great position to 
win the match at 5-125 needing 20 runs off near 10 overs but unfortunately we were unable 
to reel in the win failing by 4 runs. Notable performances with the bat were Paarth Menon 34 
and Jude Brocherie 44. 



11B Loss 8/174 9/183

After losing the toss and bowling first, our opening bowlers struggled a bit with their line and 
length. The first change in bowling brought on Lachlan Milton who bowled a very consistent 
six over spell claiming two wickets for only 21 runs. This was complemented by Hamish 
Innes charging in at the other end and taking a wicket for 26 off his five overs. Will Titterton 
closed out the innings with three wickets from his two overs and GT posted 183 for us to 
chase. We lost a couple of early wickets until Tom Walker (20 from 33) and Kai McLoughlin 
(48 from 52) steadied us and got the run rate ticking along. Some late hitting from Tom 
Schutt (24 from 24) and a maximum from Will Savill got us close, but late wickets cost us the 
game and we fell an agonising 10 runs short of victory. It was our best all round performance 
of the season, and to come so close against an undefeated Terrace team was a credit to the 
positive play of the boys and our improvement each week.

11C Win 3/148 8/147

Bowling first produced some tight line and length with a couple of early wickets giving the 
field some inspiration. Bambling (1/11) and Gamage (2/19) eventually found their marks and 
Birchley and Delforce were unlucky, bowling some tight overs. Wockner (2/26) and McLean 
(1/23) contributed with Francis (1/7) and Saal (1/5) finishing the opposition innings. It was a 
fair enough total to chase (147) and the change of innings discussion finished with "we can't 
lie down". Our openers, Brannelly (26) and Francis (58) were outstanding. They attacked 
from the outset, hitting boundaries and sixes at will whilst keeping pressure on the field. At 
one stage, the opposition coach moved his car as Brannelly, particularly, was smashing the 
ball to all points of the compass. These two took us to 0/70 at 7 overs and laid the 
foundation for the win. Their display of power hitting combined with classy shots was 
enjoyable to watch. McLean arrived at the crease and put on a batting masterclass, playing 
straight drives, square cuts and shots off his pads with precision. His 45 n.o  and Hawkins 6 
n.o. completed an outstanding win. Under some pressure to bat well, the team more than 
answered the challenge. The batsmen knew exactly what to do and did so with an 
impressive maturity and ability. It was impressive to see the confidence of the team 
underpinned by a humble acknowledgement of their efforts at the finish of the game. Well 
done on a great win. 

10A Win 6/151 10/139

TGS lost the toss and were put into bat on a soft deck. With the bowlers getting early 
movement and spongy bounce throughout the TGS innings, our batters had to
show patience and build partnerships. We did so quite competently and posted 151/6 after 
our allotted 40 overs. Richard Dean (32) and Noah Taylor (25) contributed, while vice-
captain Fletcher Russell batted with discipline and maturity in his knock of 55 not out. TGS 
bowled well throughout the GT innings but didn’t have it all their own way with GT’s middle 
order making a run at the total in the latter part of their innings. TGS showed character to 
hold firm and close out a well-deserved 12 run victory. TJ Samarawickrama (2-9), Ewald 
Kruger (3-24) and Fletcher Russell (3-8) were the pick of the bowlers. Special mention to 
Ewald Kruger and Will Holley who took two high quality catches at crucial stages in the 
innings. 

10B Loss 11/98 3/142

With a difficult preparation due to weather, this was a game that was well within hand. 
Unfortunately it was taken away by some dynamic batting from the third man in from Terrace 
who capitalised on a couple of loose deliveries. A number of difficult catches went down and 
an unfortunate run out were costly errors. Boys will improve for next week. 

10C Win 9/166 10/104

TGS batted first and got off to a very poor start losing 5 wickets in the space of 10 overs. 
The middle and lower order brought us back into the game with a great exhibition of 
patience and power hitting towards the end of our innings. The boys finished on 116 after 
the 20 overs and we felt that this was a very competitive total. Our bowlers had a great day 
out cleaning up GT for 104 runs. This win puts the 10Cs on the top of the table having won 
4/4 so far this season. Well done boys.
This weekend was my last game with the 10Cs and I have thoroughly enjoyed working with 
them. I wish them all the best for the rest of the season. 

10D Loss 7/92 4/93

After containing a strong GT side to 93 run, the Year 10D's were just unable to chase down 
this total falling 1 run short of a tie, and 2 short for a win.  It was an exciting end to a well 
played game. The boys played very well in batting, with some well timed strokes for quick 
singles and doubles.
Our better bowlers for the game were Charlie Aarons with 1/15 off 3, Brock Johnston with 1/ 
11 off 3, and Lachlan McNamee with 2/6 of 3, including a double wicket maiden.
Clancy McCosker batted through the innings scoring 30; Matty Wise came in for a quick fire 
22 runs; and Brock Johnston made a stoic 10 runs not out at the end.
The boys are closing in on a win, and we feel confident for our next game.

10E Loss 10/65 2/151

GT won the toss and elected to bat. Some better bowling this week helped keep GT’s score 
down but some trouble in the field let us down. Facing the 11D’s was a tough slog but the 
boys put in a tremendous effort with Charlie Mitchell taking 2 wickets and Callum Walters 
and Tristan Bayntun both top scoring with 15 runs each. A better result than the last time 
these teams played in round 1 but fielding and running between the wickets still needs to 
improve.

9A Loss 10/185 3/186

GT won the toss and elected to bat. Some tight bowling from the boys especially our 
spinners Baxter and Cooper restricted GT to 48 runs at the 20 over mark. Following the 
drinks break GT were able to increase their run rate going at nearly 7 runs an over with the 
short straight boundaries assisting their cause. All bowlers bowled well and at the conclusion 
of their innings GT had set a competitive total of 186. Some dropped catches again hindered 
our cause to restrict GT’s total. It was then our turn to bat and we set about chasing the total 
in a positive manner. Connor (56) and Joe (40) set off at a solid pace of 5 runs an over at 
the 20 over mark we were on track scoring 107 runs without the loss of a wicket. Following 
the drinks break momentum swung with the loss of a number of wickets. The end total of 
185 runs was not enough to get the boys across the line. Dom and Bertie were valiant in 
their efforts. Unfortunately the boys were unable to get across the line. All in all a very strong 
performance by the boys with some great learnings particularly around pacing an innings, 
decision making and shot selection.

9B Win 9/142 6/141

Lost the toss and bowled first. A great opening 4 overs by James Elms allowed only 2 runs 
and put pressure on the GT opening bats and this was backed up well by every other 
bowler. Bowling 8 less sundries than the opposition this week was one of the reasons 
towards the win. A solid start with the bat was needed against a good bowling attack, but by 
the drinks break we were behind the run rate at 5-50. At this stage Jordi Groom and Jack 
Newnham were at the crease establishing and building the match winning partnership. 
When Jack was dismissed (18 runs-28 balls) the score was 99. Jordi (40 runs-65 balls) was 
dismissed with the score on 116 but Jordi had set it up for his team mates to finish off the 
win. Alex Chicalas came in with a great cameo (25 runs -24 balls) with one massive six to 
help seal the win. A great team effort in getting the win. 



9C Loss 3/136 2/138

The boys are disappointed after our first loss of the season. After posting a competitive 
score of 3 for 136, we were unable to contain GT as they cruised past the total with a couple 
of overs to spare. Our bowling let us down today, giving GT 13 extras, after we started our 
fielding effort with a first ball wicket. We will look to work on our line and length this week, as 
we gave GT far too many easy runs off leg-side (or short leg-side) deliveries.
Best with the bat this week were Jonathan Moffitt (24 off 20 retired n.o.) and  Oli Clifford (22 
off 21 retired n.o.). Best bowlers were Max Williamson (1/7 off 2), Jono Moffitt (1/7 off 1) and 
Sam Spencer (0/4 off 2).

9D Win 7/140 6/128

The headline of this match is a quote from the Gregory Terrace keeper for the 9Ds, as 
directed to one of his more "chatty" team-mates: "Don't talk smack to people that didn't talk 
smack to you."
The whole team should be commended on keeping their heads, not responding to cheap 
sledging and for playing their game during a nail-biting, down-to-the-wire win against a 
talkative GT side.
The confidence in the 9D camp was high, coming off the back of some great cricket in 
Brisbane the previous weekend. Bowling tight lines and avoiding wides was our area of 
focus for this weekend's match against Gregory Terrace.
Jonty, our newly minted captain, looked up at the looming thunderclouds and off the back of 
our speedy run-chase at Nudgee, made the wise decision to bowl first.
Our focus was our bowling lines and the boys delivered in spades. We cut the amount of 
extras we gave away by half.
Scutt only gave away 1 run off his 2 overs, with a handy wicket after delivering a crafty 
slower ball right on the stumps. Pato gave away a measly 3 runs off his 2 overs, with a big 
reward for his consistent bowling, blasting the GT opener's middle stump for six. Hamish 
came in to punish the tail-enders getting 2 wickets in quick succession.
Xav and Pato showed their worth as our openers, both coming back with a spell off batting. 
Xav played the role of the perfect partner, recognising Pato's momentum and playing to get 
him on strike. Xav then proved himself, silencing the GT boys who questioned his desire to 
bat, delivering a barrage of boundaries to the leg-side including a massive 6. "Put another 
fielder out there," remarked a GT fielder.
After our openers graciously retired, we suffered some middle-order stasis with some iffy 
calling causing some errant running and bamboozling run-outs, including a devastating 
Diamond Duck. This put us against the ropes, something which the game thus far had not 
mentally prepared us for.
After drinks, we needed only 3 runs per over to win. We took that a little too literally, entering 
the last over with 3 to get. Our run-chase ended with Pato giving up the bingo and coming 
out of retirement to tonk an effortless boundary to secure the win in a gripping last over.
With our bowling line-up looking better than ever, it's out to the field for training and a bit of 
work on our calling and running between the wickets for the Top of the Table Clash against 
BGS next weekend.

9E Loss 3/153 5/156

This week the 9E’s faced GT at Anderson Park. We won the toss and batted first, posting a 
solid score of 3/153 off 20 overs. Zander Gentry top scored with 38 and overall, the boys 
running between the wickets was exceptional. Isaac Drysdale got the bowling innings off to a 
solid start with 2 early wickets but Gregory Terrace’s batsmen were too good, chasing the 
score down with 4 overs remaining. Overall, an improved effort from the team compared to 
past weeks. We will look to continue this trend in the weeks to come. 

8A Loss 10/158 4/220

GT batted very intelligently with their running between wickets and their ability to find the 
boundary when the right ball presented itself. Our bowling and fielding standards certainly 
dropped off in the later part of the innings to allow our opposition to post a healthy total of 4-
220. Captain Charles Lachmund produced a tremendous 2 spells of bowling, not faltering 
from a disciplined line and length and ending with the figures of 1-7 off 6 overs. In the 
context of the innings - fantastic. Thomas Gaffney was our next best bowler with 1-25 (6). 
Generally, our bowlers 2nd spell of bowling was too short and we were punished.
For quite a while we were in the run chase but in the end it proved beyond us, being bundled 
out for 158. There were some very encouraging aspects to take away from the batting 
innings by way of personal scores and glimpses of partnership batting. At 3-74 after 15 
overs we were building a good run chase. Then 4-75. We then had a great 70 run 
partnership between Gilbert Tighe and Will Slack-Smith. Tighe followed up his good effort 
from last week with a well compiled 42. Slack-Smith, returning from injury was great with his 
contribution of 31. Liam Hackwood batted well at the top of the order with 25  and Lachlan 
Muggleton chipped in with 13, but 2 run outs cost us badly. 

8B Loss 8/170 6/174

Eddie Dore Oval at GT is always a ground for batters with its short square boundaries and 
fast pitch and outfield and this game was no different. GT batted first with their total at the 
drinks break of 1/90.If we were to analyse this game in quarters, then this was the quarter 
where the game was lost. Still bus-lagged, the bowlers couldn't find the consistent line and 
length and were punished. After 30 overs GT's total was 6/174 and according to regular 
viewers at the ground, this was a below par total, so that was a win of sorts for the TGS 
boys. Jack Leslie returned best figures of 1/6 (3). TGS batting was circumspect for the first 
15 overs at 3/52. The batting fireworks began when Jett Heffernan (49) was joined at the 
crease by Flynn Kirkby (42) with the partnership of 80 runs off just 9 overs delighting the 
now vocal onlookers. Unfortunately the great run chase ultimately fell short by 4 runs. 
Harrison Humphreys made 30 at the top of the order. This performance must give the 
players added confidence as we approach the half way mark of the season.

8C Loss 8/155 10/187

TGS bowled first and were able to bowl GT out for 187 in the 26th over with some clinical 
bowling from both the spinners and quicks. On a small ground we felt confident we could 
chase the total however with the loss of a few vital wickets early on the boys found it hard to 
keep up with the run rate, batting the full 30 overs for 155 runs. A great effort from the team 
however; they continue to improve every week. 
This weekend was my last game coaching the 8Cs and it has been a pleasure to work with 
them. I wish them all the best for the rest of the season. 

8D Loss 5/91 9/126

The outcome of this game came down to a simple idea related to the field's small size: who 
could hit the most boundaries. GT did, by quite a significant amount, and so they won the 
day. This was the difference. Nothing more. Nothing less. Two of our bowlers did particularly 
well: Archie Beckwith (3/13 from two overs) and Josh Smart (2/7 from 1 over). With the bat, 
Ollie Weier starred once more, with 18 n.o. from 29 balls, while Angus McKenzie made 10 
from 8 balls. As said, we needed power hitting to win. We will discuss this important aspect 
of batting this week at training.

8E No Match



7A Loss 10/99 4/240

The 7A's started the day in the field after GT won the toss and elected to bat. Jackson Spies 
started the day well with an early wicket thanks to a spectacular Mark Ridgway catch. 
However, GT built their innings well to amass a total of 240 from their 40 overs. Jackson 
Spies, Hugh Mansfield and Banjo Seaniger all took one wicket each, while all bowlers toiled 
hard. Our batting innings started promisingly with a handy opening partnership of 27 before 
the pressure of a big chase took its toll and the boys were bowled out for 99. George Clifford 
continued his good early season form, with a well made 23 and was supported with double 
figure scores from Banjo, Hugh and Jackson Haynes. 

7B Win 6/128 10/123

 This game had it all. A storm could be heard in the background as skipper Jack Gobbert 
won the toss and elected to bat. Before the game we talked about David (TGS) and Goliath 
(GT) with Gregory Terrace annihilating their opposition this season and with 3 rep players in 
their squad. The boys got off to a flyer with Taj Khan (27) holding the innings together, 
unbeaten and showing what a team player he was by self-retiring to give some other boys a 
go. Jack (27) and Taj played a great partnership of 63 with some hard hitting efforts from 
Harry Rogers (13), Will McKay (8), Dan Wilson (11) and Jack Barwick (17). The storm 
looked menacing as we took the field so we knew we had to bowl accurately to win the 
game quickly – we did not want an abandoned match. Both Bryce Lindemann (1/6 off 4) and 
William McKay (2/31) took early wickets. Will Davidson (1/22) bowled his best ball of the 
season to break an important partnership. Harry Rogers (2/4 off 4) was perhaps the pick of 
the bowlers snagging 2 vital wickets. Spinners Buddy Henderson and Will Gilshennan 
bowled to their field very well. The game was poised with 5 runs from 2 overs. Jack “Mr 
Reliable” Barwick (3/18) claimed the last vital wicket from a high catch to a nervous Will 
Davidson (2 catches) who fumbled but regathered for us to claim a great win. The 
improvement in fielding was the most impressive feat today. The boys held the catches, kept 
out runs through great fielding and every one can hold their heads high for their vast 
improvement from last week. Jack G did an outstanding job with his bowling changes and 
field placement today also. The challenge for us will be to maintain the momentum away 
against another tough side next week. Savour the win boys - it should be something you 
remember for a long time!!

7C Loss 6/75 2/76

Grammar won the toss and eagerly elected to bat and started confidently with Dougie Hoare
(18) and Campbell Newell(4) both retiring having each faced 25 balls.The opening 
partnership of 27 featured strong running between wickets .At 3 for 43 after 8 overs the 
platform had been set for a good total.Tom Hiscock (10) and Oli Lethbridge (8) looked 
comfortable and again both retired after 25 balls faced. Unfortunately, only 32 runs were 
added in the last 12 overs to compile 6/75. A defendable target of 76 was made to look good 
by Dougie  Hoare 3/1/9 and his fellow opener, Blake Fielder3/0/14. Oli Lethbridge 
maintained the pressure with his spin bowling 3/0/12. At this stage the comparisons were in 
Grammar’s favour as the opposition was 2/43 after 10 overs. From this point the match was 
turned on its head when some whirlwind hitting saw the remaining 33 runs required and 
achieved in under 4 overs with no further loss of wickets. As time was not an issue, it was a 
good opportunity to continue to bowl and look at what is needed to be fine tuned for next 
week. The addition of 79 runs in the final 10 overs should not detract from Grammar’s efforts 
to be in winning positions.

7D Loss 10/84 3/119

Today Harry Elmes was given the honour of captaining this side. He won the toss and 
elected to field. GT scored 3 for 119 from their 20 overs. Harry took 1 for 1. The other two 
wickets to fall were due to superb ground fielding by Ryan Allan and Jack McMaster 
resulting in run-outs. Whereas the ground fielding was top notch, the same could not be said 
with the catching with several chances missed. This allowed GT to make this formidable 
total against our disciplined attack that toiled manfully under threatening skies. In reply, our 
early batsmen panicked with several run-outs of our own. Once settled, we produced some 
sensible batting with Yohann Kang making 18 retired (from his 12 deliveries), including one 
towering six, Harrison Ehrlich also 18 from 16 deliveries, including a delightful six over 
square leg and Christopher Piccini making a solid 14 from 24 deliveries. The two things we 
learnt from the game: catches win matches and the need to put into play what we learn at 
our skills sessions on Thursday when it comes to running between wickets. Although 
beaten, we did see the fighting spirit that has inspired Toowoomba Grammar cricketers for 
decades. 

7E Win 7/82 10/81

Congratulations to the hard working 7E cricket team. They recorded their first win of the 
season with a much improved all round performance. They were rewarded for bowling at the 
top of off stump with 8 cleaned bowled wickets. Archie Cumming had an excellent day 
claiming 3/1 with the ball and 16 n.o. with the bat. Not far behind him was Hugo Le Leivre 
bowling 2/2 and 13 n.o. with the bat. Tom Colbran was outstanding with the bat scoring 23 n.
o. that included 4 in a row, well timed square cut boundaries that took us past the 
opposition's score. Well done to Bailey Currie, Darcy Reddan, Daniel Motoki and Josh 
Heasley who all claimed a wicket with the proven line and length method of bowling.
A very pleasing team effort by all players and coach Tom Hatton.

7F Loss 3/106 4/110

A seriously exciting game! Seriously!! TGS felt confident after a great batting innings. Every 
single team member showed that they had been listening and knew that our single most 
important goal was to make runs. The boys did all they could to meet the brief, running at 
every opportunity, looking for two, and slowly accumulating a nice result of 3/106. 
The GT team started out slowly and Grammar felt quietly confident. GT found their feet 
however and in the second half of their innings, could see themselves with a chance. The 
result wasn’t decided however until the final over of the match, and unfortunately it didn’t fall 
our way, with GT finishing up with 4/110. While the GT boys were elated, they were gracious 
winners. The Grammar team also felt victorious, having come so close and played so well. 
Particular mention this week to Jack Pike, Archie Peters and Riley Sutcliffe who worked well 
out in the field, stopping the ball from crossing the boundary on many occasions and helping 
to keep the GT runs low. Player of the match however was Ben Ploetz, who was impressive 
in all areas.

6A Loss 4/196 10/95

Another win with the coin flip saw us fielding first. A steady start by our bowlers restricted the 
scoring on a very small field. 2 quick wickets from Ethan Fryer got the boys rolling which 
included a very sharp catch from Jake Woodhead at short cover. Unfortunately the runs 
piled up fairly quickly as one GT batsman had a day out on some short pitched bowling and 
they ended up scoring 196 off their 30 overs. A great start by our openers Leo Alexander & 
Ethan Fryer got the score to 27 in just over 3 overs  but the wickets started falling at regular 
intervals as the boys went hard at chasing the big total and we were bowled out for 95. The 
boys are looking forward to being back at home this week.

6B Loss 10/53 8/152 Brilliant fielding effort on a postage stamp field... Cooper Cook 3-6 from 2 overs. Toiled hard 
with an improved batting display... Sam Applebee 20* and MOM

6C Loss 10/39 0/168
Students from both teams showed great sportsmanship and respect. Despite the score both 
teams played their own game and walked away with positives. Man of the match went to Jai 
Karki.



5A Win 8/126 6/98

In the classroom, we encourage the boys to use "WOW" words to enhance their writing and 
to engage the reader. On Trustees Oval today, we saw a number of "WOW" moments and 
an 11/10 performance by the mighty 5A's. These "WOW" moments included marvellous 
classic catches, "Ponting-like" direct hit run-outs, tremendous ground fielding, excellent 
backing up in the field, impressive full and straight bowling, gigantic sixes hit into the new 
gym, amazing calling and superb running between the wickets.....the list goes on! These 
boys are playing wonderful cricket together and are having so much fun doing it. We batted 
first and posted a very healthy 8/126 from our 20 overs. Top scorers were: Aarush Sharma - 
35 runs from 17 balls, Jackson Martin - 26 runs from 36 balls, Austin Windsor - 16 retired 
from 20 balls and Aariz Imam - 16 retired from 20 balls. In reply, GT could only manage 6/98 
from their 20 overs. It was definitely a brilliant bowling and fielding performance. Wicket 
takers were: Cooper Brennan - 2 for 10 from 2 overs, Aariz Imam - 1 for 2 from 2 overs, 
Lachlan Cherry - 1 for 6 from 2 overs and Jackson Martin 1 for 18 from 2 overs. 
Congratulations boys.........."WOW"

5B Loss 6/79 4/104

Another close one for the Mighty 5Bs. The boys bowled well, with sundries decreasing and 
chances created increasing. Capitalising on the created chances will help us win matches. 
Some impressive fielding, including a very smooth caught and bowled by Jake Decker was 
matched by his batting prowess. Jack Lethbridge has been working very hard and his 
incredible improvement is testament to his great attitude.  Next week will be the one!


